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Let us briefly look at each of these issues.
How do people react to change? Individuals may react differently, depending
on the nature of a change. But a s a group, people react predictably. The initial reaction to an unwelcome change will be shock. People may actually hate the change.
They will then look for reasons why the change won't work or for someone t o blame for
the change. This is called scapegoatingo
After this initial period of resistance, people begin to tolerate the change. They
even begin to look for reasons why the change might work.

Finally, people begin to accept the change and make it part of their work patterns. They may even make the change such a normal pattern thm it is then used to
resist other changes. The effective manager is able to reduce the time spent on the
early phases and quickly get employees into the toleration phase.
The point should be emphasized that these a r e not theoretical phases. They a r e
real, During the shock period, people may actually get sick. Absenteeism and the use
of sick leave will increase. During the scapegoating period, morale may get very low
a s workers look for someone to blame for the change. Fights may even occur between
workers. Only when they begin to believe that the change will not be detrimental to
them will they begin to accept it.
Change may take place in many ways. It may be a natural or evolutionary development such a s approaching old age. It may be a revolutionary occurrence such as
the death of a company owner o r a technological breakthrough in equipment o r procedures.
It may be piauned c b q e such as a calculated attempt to change some attitude or behaviour
of employees or to introduce a new work procedure into the organization.

Why do people r e s i s t change? The following a r e some of the reasons:
Fear of failure.
F e a r that workload will be increased.
Familiar work habits a r e interrupted.
Change does not seem practical or workable.
The cost of the change seems too high.
Work group was not asked about the change.
Charge rearranges long-time relationships with members of the work group;
splits up lon&time working groups.
The nature of change may result in loss of job satisfaction.

...

If these are reasons why people r e s i s t change
how do they resist i t ? Resistance to change may range from individual slowdowns to violent resistance supported '
by sabotage and strikes. In between are all kinds of resistance techniques, such as:

Increases grumbling.
Continuous procedural questions.
Increased absenteeism o r tardiness,
Increased accidents.
More grievances,
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Work slowdown,
Increased equipment breakdowns.
Strike action,
Having identified the reasons why change is resisted and the ways in which
change is resisted, what cbmmanagers do about these reasons?
Sometimes resistance is so strong, i t appears a change will never be made.
But changes will occur when the incentives a r e strong enough. The key to making succes sful changes is early and continuous planning. For example, managerial decisions
which will cause a significant change in procedure, process, or social relationship
require a plan for making the change. Remember, even very small changes can be
significant.
To successfully implement a change, managers need to consider the following:
1- The problem

-- How can such and such a change be put into effect?

2- What facts a r e known about the change.? The people ? The unit?
'

3- What assumptions should be made about the organization, groups or
individuals affected by the change ?
4- In what different ways can the change be accomplished?
5- What is likely to happen a s each alternative in step four is implemented?
6- Which choice is best considering the situation, the resources needed, the

time required and the likely outcome?
Let us examine step four (finding ways to get the change accomplished) in more
detail. Remember, the key to making a change is getting employees to accept the idea.
Change, itself, is neither good nor bad. However, many employees think change created
from within the work group is flgood" change, and that change imposed from above or
outside the work group is '%ad. "
That means they should take part in the planning process when possible. Let
them know early about a possible change. Get their ideas about how to make the change.
With such actions, the shock effect can be reduced. Springing a major change on an individual or a work group will only make the shock worse.
Do not take it for granted that the work group will see that the change is good
for it. Explain who benefits. If only the organization benefits in the short run, tell the
group. It will not always make the change easier, but the employees will respect you for
being honest with them.
Sometimes change may be mandatory. Government regulations a r e a good example.
The organization may have no choice. At other times, changing technology requires that
employees learn new ways in spite of their resistance. What does one do in such c a s e s ?
How does a manager make required changes in spite of employee resistance?
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Sometimes circumstances will preclude managers knowing about changes before i t is time to implement them. Sometimes the manager will have to make sudden
changes
the reasons f ~ which
r
are not tgtally understood. The way the manager
acts in such cases is important.

--

The effective manager may try to find out more about the reason for a change.

If that is not possible, a good example must still be set. If the manager acts like the
change has his or her sopport, the employees a r e much more likely to respond in a
positive way. If the manager sulks or complains, the unit will be quick to pick up that
tone and resist making the change.
Other ways to make changes that employees a r e more likely to accept are:
Reorganize. Put those already favourable toward the change on it and give
the others mother assignment.

Bring in new equipment if possible.
the new equipment.

People usually try t o fit themselves to

Begin training people early to do what the change requires.
Develop a reward for those who take on the new system.
State specific disciplinary action which will be taken if they do not comply
with the required change. Enforce the action firmly but fairly.
"Making change work is one of the biggest challenges managers face. The
successful manager is one who can effectively deal with change; one who can work in
a changing organization; one who sees change a s a challenge
not as a problem, lf
concludes Dr, Miller,

--

